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T he small year-on-year increase in mainland visitors' arriv-
als recorded during this year's Labour Day "golden week"

holiday period fel l far short of expectations and thus greatly
disappointed members and people of other relevant trades. That
may be due to two reasons: (1) mainland visitors now have
much more choices than before, and as such they may have
chosen not to come to Hong Kong during the golden week
to avoid the rush; (2) room rates during the golden week
were much higher than ones in ordinary days, thus making
mainland visitors have second thoughts about travelling to
Hong Kong during the weeklong holiday.

With such new attractions as the Hong Kong Wetland Park
and the cable car system at Ngong Ping opening one by one,
Hong Kong's attractiveness will certainly become more diversified,
which is expected to push arrival numbers further up. However,
members are reminded to recognise that mainland visitor
arrivals may spread to days beyond the golden weeks in
future, and hoteliers are also reminded to take account of
the changing travelling habits of mainland visitors when setting
room rates.

There were outbound travellers who complained that it
was unreasonable for service charges to be higher than tour
fares. After careful consideration of the matter, the TIC found
the complaints not without reason and therefore issued a di-
rective to require members to specify the amount of service
charges in their advertisements if it is higher than that of tour
fares with effect from 1 June (see Directive No. 148).

An outbound traveller was recently prosecuted by the police
for bringing into Hong Kong a prohibited item bought in the
destination (see Circular C977). Members are therefore urged
to remind travellers not to bring any prohibited items into Hong
Kong.

An Extraordinary General Meeting is scheduled for 19
July to scrutinise the many important amendments to be
made to the M&A, which are aimed at encouraging greater
participation in Council affairs on the part of members and
further raising the standards of the industry (see "Cover Story").
It is hoped that members will show up at the meeting and cast
their votes for the proposed amendments. 

Joseph Tung
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